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(76) Inventor: TIMOTHY R. PRYOR, ONTARIO (57) ABSTRACT 
(CA) 

Correspondence Address: The invention is aimed at providing affordable methods and 
apparatus for inputting position, attitude(orientation) or 

1199 NORTH FAIRFAX STREET other object characteristic data to computers for the purpose 
SUITE 900 of Computer Aided learning, Teaching, Gaming, Toys, 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314 Simulations, Aids to the disabled, Word Processing and 

other applications. 

LARSON & TAYLOR 

( * ) Notice: This is a publication of a continued pros- _ _ _ _ _ 
ecution application (CPA) ?led under 37 Preferred embodiments of the invention utilize electro 
CFR 1' 53((1) optical sensors, and particularly‘ TV Cameras, providing 

optically inputted data from specialized datum’s on objects 
(21) APPL NO; 09 /138’339 and/or natural features of objects. Objects can be both static 

and in motion, from Which individual datum positions and 
(22) Filed; Aug 21, 1998 movements can be derived, also With respect to other objects 

both ?xed and moving. Real-time photogrammetry is pref 
Publication Classi?cation erably used to determine relation ships of portions of one or 

more datums With respect to a plurality of cameras or a 
(51) Int. Cl.7 ..................................................... .. G09G 5/00 single camera processed by a conventional PC. 
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Mapping one RG8 component of a color 
Here. the red component is used. The same process can be used for the aroen and blue components as we“. 

N is the red component of the aqua color 
0: is are red component 0! the orange coIor 
Pr is the red component of the pixel color 
or is the red component of the color adjusted to be between A and 0 

Yes 

ND cr=o 1’ 
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Figure 2a 
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Figure 2b ‘ @549“ W, 
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Figure 3a 
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FigureS b 
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Figure 5b 
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Figure 6 
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Step 1 4 
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Finn???‘ 

Capture pixel ?eld of every camera for new video frame Distit'tmtish every target in each camera 
?eld from the rest of the blaze. Store the pixels that make up each tautzet. 

Step 2 

Step 3 

i 

V 

Capmre “interrupt member" positions 

Determine the ID of mo work tool from the unique target and tubtarget eolor. shape, and 
orientation information This is done by littding the best match of this target Information to that 
stated in a table. Eaeh pauertt stored in the table has a corresponding to number, 

Step 4 
Determine x, y, z. and orientation angles al, e2. 0 of targets using photognntatie or lookup 

labie pattern matching technlquei. 

Step 5 4 
Compute the loeatiott and attenuation ot‘thc work tool‘: 'action tip" by applyingan oll'set vector 
to the target position and another vector calculation is used to modify the orientation‘ This 
information is also converted the proper application eoordimlee Store this information. 

i 

orientation. and timing patterns} 

information [refer to as Pathdttlal. 

instructions (refer to as Oojoordata]. 

Distinguish unique ootnblnliom of interrupt buttons and target pith infortmtiort (location. 

1. One unique button/path combination determines path loatiort. orientation and timing 

2. All other combinations identify ittput parameters orobjects or functions or program 

p 

Step 6 

it Check to see it'thoany interrupt button has been changed. Il'rte. repeat 5:51 steps, else go on. —I 
‘Step 7A } 

Step 78 

lrthis is l‘nhdata, convert it to the appropriate task pout information and use me cxlra target 
information oevond that needed for the oath to de?ne control parameters. 

Slop 7C i 
l 

ll‘tltis is Objoetdata, ?nd the best matclt or a target path or tel orurget paths including the seven 
dimension! data (location. on'enatlon. and time) ofeaeh target and their corresponding work tool 
IDs. Associate 1 unique number lreferto as a Quant] to the absolute or relative path infgnmljan. 

.5323 

wml'ortabie 

Input the MS to the conversion table end output corresponding program menu selections. 
mam initial-ions, Object ldoe‘liom, function calls, parameter selections. etc. in other words, the 
conversion table output can be used to de?ne ptogtam commands, or rede?ne the object that is 
aiiesed oy lhctlrgetetl too! or its eortespondingfune?ons or parlmetu'i. A user de?ned 
conversion table allow: users ?exibility ouch to de?ne the path pattern that lit/site find: most 

Step 9 + 
[Apply eotwersiou table output to a computer program either directly or via littlt melt as Internet. 
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Figure 8 C 
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\ Flow chart 8 I A 
Preregister the location and orientation of a 
set of objects with freeform attachments 

Attach appropriate target to baseboam 
so that the target is within the target 
volume with an orientation roughly 
facing the lens plane of the camera 

,_ Attach object to ohiect holder ‘ ._ 

_ Enter the baseboard ID, the target lD. 
Enoch object holder to baseboard J and the ID or the target attachment 

location on the baseboard 
.. 

Rotate and translate obiecl holder to __ ‘ 
~—*————-mn3 ML“ Start the camera system, acquire the 

l target. compute the orientation and 

Attach appropriate target to object 215323;‘ sgéggzzma'dl update me 
holder so that the target is within the __ 
target volume with an orientation ‘ 

roughly lacing the lens plane or the - 
camera [- Remove target 

i 
Enter the object it). the target it‘). and 
the ID or the attachment location of the 
object holder where the target is 
attached 

Start the camera system, acquire the 
target, compute the orientation and 
location of the object. update the 
computer database A 

E Remove target I 
i 

Add to a database defining this object 
including a] the x,y ot the object center. 
b) the obiect perimeter projected onto 
the baseboard. c) the geometric 
deiinkion ol the object. d) rnechnical 
characteristics such as how a steering 
wheel will turn. or a scalpel will cut into 
?esh till it hits bone. a) associated data 
such as quick look up of drugs that can 
he used to combat a leaking colon, t) 
associated computer programs such as 
those that could be used to guide a 
robot controlted laproscopic heart 
surgery 
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Flow chart 8 I? 
Preregister the location and orientation of 
a set of obiects with ?xed attachments 

.1 
Attach appropriate target to baseboard 
so that the target is within the target 
volume with an orientation roughly 

Attach object to object holder that facing the lens plane of the camera 
appropriately orients and raises object ___1 

i it 
Enter the baseboard ID. the target it). 

Attach object holder ‘0 DQSGDOB'G at and the [o of “'1! target attachment 
ippl’oflale ‘003mm location on the baseboard 

‘ Start the camera system. acquire the 
target, compute the orientation and 

Enter the object ID. the object hotoer mam" of the baseboard. “mate the 
ID. and the locatiion and orientation at com uter 
the attachment to the baseboard p Manage‘ 

F Remove target 

The associated computer program will 
add to a database de?ning this object 
including a) the any of the obieC-t center, 
0) the object perimeter projected onto 
the baseboard, c) the geometric 
de?nition of the object. d) mechnlcal 
characteristics such as how a steering 
wheel wilt turn. or a scalpel witi cut into 
flesh till it hits bone. e) associated data 
such as quick took up of drugs that can 
be used to combat a leaking colon. f) 
associated computer programs such as 
those that could he used to guide a 
robot controlled Iaproscopic heart 
surgery 




































































































































